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Synopsis
We analyse the set of nonnegative, global, and radial solutions (radial solutions, for short) of the
equation
-Au + u"=f in RN, JVS1, (E)
where 0 <p < 1, and / e L,1OC(RA') is a radial and almost everywhere nonnegative function. We show
that radial solutions of (E) exist if f(r) = o(r2p/1~p) or if f(r) = cr2pn~" as r^> «=, where
and - ( ^ ^ )
When f(r) = c^r2*11'11 + h(r) with h{r) = o{rlpn~p) as /•-*<», radial solutions continue to exist if h{r)
is sufficiently small at infinity. Existence, however, breaks down if h(r)>0,
r2pl\ -p
fc(r)=£-—— as r-*=c with 0 < y < 2 .
Whenever they exist, radial solutions are characterised in terms of their asymptotic behaviour as
r—•».
1. Introduction and description of results
Consider the semilinear elliptic equation
-Au + u"=f withf(x)eLloc(UN), N^l. (1.1)
By a solution of (1.1), we shall mean a function u e L,1OC(IRA') such that (1.1) holds
in D'(UN). When p > 1, H. Brezis has proved in [2] that (1.1) has a unique
solution, irrespective of the behaviour of f(x) when |JC|—»oo. This fact is in sharp
contrast with the situation corresponding to the sublinear case. As a matter of
fact, T. Gallouet and J. M. Morel showed in [3] that, i f / ^ 0 almost everywhere
and
0 < p < l , (1.2)
there exist constants kx and k2 such that if equation (1.1) has a nonnegative
solution, then
limsup/r(/v+(2p/1-'7)) [ f(x)dx<k2; (1.3a)
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if
limsupfl-(/v+(2p/1-p)) I f(x)dx<ku (1.3b)
then equation (1.1) has a nonnegative solution.
In general A:, = k2, but no precise estimate on these constants (which depend
onp and N) is known. Among other results, it was also shown in [3] that if / ^ 0
almost everywhere and (1.1), (1.2) has a nonnegative solution, then this problem
has a minimal solution u, in the sense that 0 ^  u ^ v almost everywhere for any
other nonnegative solution v. We shall keep to this terminology henceforth.
The question of characterising the whole set of solutions of (1.1), (1.2) was left
open in [3]. In this paper, we shall assume that/(;t) =f(r) = 0 almost everywhere
where r = \x\, and confine ourselves to the analysis of radial solutions of (1.1),
(1.2) under such assumption. Specifically, our aim is to describe the solutions of
the ODE
-u"-^—^u ' +U"=f(r), r>0 (1.4)
in terms of the asymptotic behaviour of f{r) as r —»<«. When / = 0, such study has
been performed by us in [4]. It has been shown there that the set of global
nonnegative solutions (the solutions, for short, in what follows) in the homoge-
neous case consists of the trivial solution u(r) = 0, and a monoparametric family
of functions uk(r), — °c<k< +°°, such that
k() p,N ( ) as r^ oo, (l.5a)
where
a = hiPp.N - W2P,N - 4(1 -p)?p:tf), (1.5b)
m
-
p
Here and henceforth, we shall freely use the customary asymptotic notations,
o( ) , O{ ) , ~, and « . Notice that, in the homogeneous case, nontrivial solutions
are determined by the second term in their asymptotic expansion as r—»°°.
We now proceed to discuss our results. To begin with, we consider the case
where f(r) is "small", namely f(r) = o{r2pn~p) as r->°°, and introduce some
notation. For R>Q, let %R(r) be a smooth and nonnegative function such that
0 S & S 1 , and
£R(r) = 0 if r<R, &(/•) = 1 if r>R + l. (1.6)
Let wR(r) = wR(r;f) be the solution of
-w"-^l±W' + cp,Nr2pn-p[(l + c-1Nr~(2n-p)wy - l ] ^ ( r )
= £R(r)f(r) for r>0,
It will be shown later (cf. Lemma 2.1) that a unique solution of (1.7) exists such
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that
WR(r) = o(r2/i-p) as r->°c. (1.8)
Let us define now a(r) as the solution (if any) of
— o +p(cp,Nr » + w(r)y §R(r)a(r) = 0 if r > 0, ^ ^
a(0) = l. a ' (0)=0.
We shall see in Lemma 2.3 that there exists a unique global solution of (1.9) such
that, for any e > 0 satisfying e < (2/1 — p) - a (a given in (1.5b)) there holds
(2/1 — p) — OC — £ yy rr( ~.\ SS *.(2/l ~P)~ Oi+ E ^ ,
r vs. c/^rj vs. r ds r * iJrf.
We then have
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that f(r) = o(r2pn~p) as r->oo. Then there exists R>0
such that the set of solutions of (1.4), (1.2) consists in
a function u(r) = o(r2n~p) as r^—»°° (the minimal solution) (1-10)
and a monoparametric family of functions u(r;k), k e U, such that
u(r;k) = cpNr2n~p + wR(r) + ko(r) +o(o(r)) as r^><^ (1.11)
where wR(r) and o(r) are given respectively in (1.7), (1.9).
When additional information on f(r) is available, formula (1.11) can be made
more precise. For instance, if
c
r
il+pll
-
p)f(t)dt <+<*>, (1.12)r
then a(r) = \ir(m p) a + o{r(2Jl p) a) as r-^s°, for some real n (cf. Proposition
2.13) Therefore, if, say, f(r) =
 r
(2n
~
p)
~'
7
 as r ^ °° for some 6 > 0, we obtain
( ; )
 p,A « ( ) ' ) a + o(r ( 2 / 1 ' ' ) a r ) as r^oo ,
(cf. (1.5)). On the other hand, we do not know how to compare wR(r) with a(r)
in the general case. This can be done, however, when/(r) has the particular form
selected above: see Remark 2.2 below.
We next discuss the case where f(r) = cr2p/1~p + g(r), with g(r) = o(r2pn^p) as
r—»oo. To begin with, when g(r) = 0, one readily checks that if 0 < c < c*, where
c* = (ppn-p-pm-pK,N, (1.13)
then (1.4), (1.2) has two nonnegative solutions, ui(j) = cir'lll~p, where for
i = 1, 2, c, are the ordered roots (cx = c2) of
A " - A c ^ = c. (1.14)
When c = c*, these two roots coalesce into a single one, c = pxn~pcpN. Note that
the choice f(r) = cr2pll~p, 0 < c ^ c * , corresponds to the behaviour described in
(1.3) (with equality replacing the strict inequality there). The explicit solutions
w,(r) will play an important role in describing the asymptotics of solutions in this
case.
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To state our next result, we define wR(r) = wR(r;g) (respectively o(r)) as the
solution of (1.7) with cpN and / replaced by c2 and g (respectively the solution of
(1.9) with cpN and wR(r) replaced by c2 and wR(r)). We then have
THEOREM 1.2. Let f(r) =
 Cr
2pn
-
p
 + g(r) with 0 < c < c* and g(r) = o(r2pn~p) as
r—* co. Then there exists R > 0 such that the set of solutions of (1.4), (1.2) is made
out of
a function u(r) = c1r2n~p + o(r2n~p) as r—> tx>, where cx
is the smallest root of (1.14) (the minimal solution), (115)
and a monoparametric family of functions u(r\ k), k eU,
2/l
 + o(d(r)) as r ^ o o . (1.16)
Notice the analogy between (1.11) and (1.16). Under some extra conditions on
g(r) more precise information about the asymptotics of wR(r) and a(r) can be
obtained. We refer to Section 2 for more details, but we shall stress here a
particular case. Set g(r) = 0 in Theorem 1.2. Keeping to our previous notation,
we then have wR(r) = 0 and
u(r) = c,r2/1~p (the minimal solution),
^-'
3
 + o(r^2n-'')-l}) as r-*oo,
where /? = fi(p, N) is a constant satisfying 0 < / S < 2 / l — p (compare with Propo-
sition 2.14).
We conclude with a study of the case / ( r ) ~ c*r2pll~p as r—»°o. The interesting
point here is that, while whenever (f(r) — c*r2p'l~p) is small enough as /--»°°
there is still a monoparametric family of solutions, it is possible to select
f(r) =
 cypn~p + h(r) with h(r) = o(r2pn-") as r ^ o o such that no solution of
(1.4), (1.2) exists. More precisely, for R>0, let us define w*R(r) = wR(r; h) as
the solution of (1.7) with cpNr2n~p replaced by the function ua(r) given by
where c=pvl pcpN, and au a2 are some positive constants (cf. (3.6)). We then
have
THEOREM 1.3. Assume that f(r) = c^r2pn'" + h(r). Then
I
 r
2pr
'~
p
 \(a) if for some e > 0, h(r) = 01 - — - ^ I as r—> <x>, there exists R>0 such that
the set of solutions of (1.4), (1.2) consists of a function
— J as r—»o°, where c = pul pcpN
(the minimal solution), and a monoparametric family of functions u*(r; k), k e U,
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such that
*, n -2/1-,+ r»l-» r^-»ln(lnr) r^~»
+ wR(r) + O[ as r^oc , for any ee (0,1). (1.18)
\(lnr) /
(b) Assume now that there exist b > 0, r0 > 1 and y e (0, 2) ^MC/I f/iaf
*M>0, h ^ ^ y V r*r0.
Then there is no solution of (I. A), (1.2).
When h(r) = O, one also has w%(r) = 0 in (1.18), and the min;-nal solution u*(r)
reduces to the explicit one, u*(r) = cr2n~p, cf. Proposition 3.2.
We shall prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Section 2 below. The proof of
Theorem 1.3 will then make the content of Section 3.
2. The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
2.1. The case/(r) = o(r2p/1-") as r^oo
Take R > 0 fixed, let %R(r) be as in (1.6), and consider the initial value problem
(1.7). We then have
LEMMA 2.1. Let f(r) be such that f(r) = o(r2pn~p) as r—»°°. Then, for any
£ e (0, 1) there exists R>0 such that (1.7) has a unique global solution wR(r)
satisfying
0^wR(r)^-(l-£)r2n~p foranyr>0, (2.1)
wR(r) = o(r2n-p) as r^co. (2.2)
Proof Local existence and uniqueness in some interval / = [0, 8] c [0, +°o)
follows from standard arguments. To see that (2.1) holds on /, we consider the
auxiliary function
w(r) - w(r; e) = - ( 1 - s)cp,Nr2ll-p
and the differential operator
j ( r\\ r\>r r\ t i f~ p 2p/l —pT/'l i « — 1 „ — (2/1— p)f>\P 1 1
L-iyUJ — " (7 T 5/?^p /V' L\ p N J J"
We readily check that
L(w) - lRf ^ (£" - £)cp,Nr2pn-» - lRf.
Therefore, taking R>0 large enough (depending on £ and/) , it follows that
L(w)-%Rf^0 (2.3)
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and since 0 = wR(r)i£w(r) for 0<r<R, we deduce by the maximum principle
that wR(r) =i 0 for any r e / and
wR(r) iS w(r, e) for any r el.
Moreover, wR(r) can then be continued for any r > 0 , and (2.1) holds. As to
(2.2), we first note that
there exists L = lim r"<2/1"p)wfi(r) and 0 ^ L > -oo. (2.4)
r—»oc
To get (2.4), we argue by contradiction. Assume now that
lim inf
 r-
(2n
-
p)wR{r) = Lr<L2 = lim sup r-(2/l-p)wR(r). (2.5)
We then take z(r) = kr2n~p with Lx<k<L2. Since f(r) = o(r2pn-p) as r^>™, We
readily see that we may select k such that (Lz — %Rf) has a definite sign for r > 0
large enough. Assume for instance that Lz — §R/=^0 for r i^ f iX) . By (2.5),
there exists an interval I = (RU R2) with R^Rl^R2 where wR(r)>z(r) and
wR(r) = z(r) for r = Rlt R2, which is a contradiction to the maximum principle.
We next claim that L = 0. To see this, we use (1.7) and (2.4) to obtain for any
8 > 0 sufficiently small
WR + ^ w'R i= cp,Nr2pn-p[(l + c-}N(L - d)Y - 1] - / ( r ) .
Integrating this inequality twice in r, one has that for large enough r
wR(r)^cp,Nrm-p[(l + c~UL - 6)Y - 1] + o(rm-»).
Therefore
L = lim r-<2/1-'>wR(r) ^ cp,N[(l + c^L - 6)Y ~ 1]. (2.6)
We now let 610 in (2.6) to get
which implies L i? 0, so that we finally have L = 0 and (2.2) holds. •
Remark 2.2. More detailed information about the asymptotics of wR(r) as
r—»°° can be obtained if further specifications on/(r) are known. For instance, if
f(r)~r(2pn~p)~6 as r^-oc for some 6 e (0, 2p/l -p), linearisation at infinity in
(1.7) yields
TV- 1
-w" w' +pcp-Nlr~2w « rVpn-p)-°
r
whence, setting r - ey and arguing as in [1, Chapter 2], we get
(i) if 6 > a then wR(r) = e1r(2/1~p)~Qr a s r^ oc;
(ii) if S < a then wR(r) - 62rl2n'p)-6 as r^oc ,
for some real constants 6l and 82.
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For R > 0 fixed and large enough, we now turn our attention to the problem
-o"(r)-l^o'(r)+po(r)^(r)(cp,Nr2n-'' + wR(r)r'1 = 0 if r >O, (2.7a)
CT(0) = 1, <J'(0) = 0. (2.7b)
There holds
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a unique global solution o(r) of (2.7). Moreover, we
have:
o(r)>0 for r>0, o(r)-*oo as r-^>*>; (2.8)
Let a be given in (1.5/)); then for any e > 0 small enough, (2.9)
Proof. Existence and uniqueness of local solutions is straightforward. By (2.2),
the quantity in the braces in (2.7a) stays away from zero, and the solution is
global. Moreover, after making the substitution r - ey, we deduce from (2.2) and
the results in [1, Chapter 2, Theorem 7] that
where
r(2/i-p)-ia.+i-£<<^+^<<;.(2/i-p)-i^i+E a s r_i,00> (2.10a)
r(2/i-P)-ia_i-£<<^_^<<r(2/i-,,)-ia-i+E a s r _ ^ 0 C ; (2.10b)
and
«± = i(-PP.N ± {ft,.*- 4(1 -P)cpp^f-) (2.11)
so that (cf. (1.5))
and|ar+| a, a _ < a + < 0 , | a + | > 0 a n d | a _ | < 0 ,
\-p \-p
e > 0 being as in the statement of the Lemma. Suppose now that kx = 0. Then
a(r)—»0 as r—»=c. Moreover, multiplying by (sgn a) in (2.7a), and using Kato's
inequality,
A |u |^Av.sgnt / in D'(UN) for v e LlUK(UN) with Av e Llac(UN),
it follows that \o\ is subharmonic, so that it cannot achieve a maximum at the
interior of any ball. This gives a contradiction, since o(0) = 1 by assumption.
Using again the maximum principle for subharmonic functions, we note that a
cannot change sign, and since £j(0) = 1, then o(r) > 0 for any r. •
Proceeding further with the proof of Theorem 1.1, we set
)
~
Ux+l-e, (2.12)
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where £ > 0 and d > 0 are selected so that 2/1 — p — \a+\ — e > 0 and
-v v + % =
r r
2
 -
We now have
LEMMA 2.4. Let k be a fixed real number, and let R>0 be as in Lemma 2.1.
Define now
<p{r) - <p{r; k, R) = cp,Nr2n-p + wR{r) + ko{r) - v{r),
where wR{r), a{r) and v{r) are respectively given in Lemmata 2.1, 2.3 and (2.12).
Then there exists M > 0 such that {cp — M)+ is a subsolution for (1.4) in UN, i.e.
-A{cp-M)+ + {q>-My+-&f in D'{UN).
Proof. For simplicity, we shall write Acp instead of cp" + {N — l/r)cp'. For large
enough r > 0, we compute
(pP = -cpp,Nr2pn~p - AwR - kAo + Av
+ (cP.Nr2n-p + wRy{\ +p{cp,Nr2/l-p + wR)-\ka - v))
= f(r) - \~Av + ^
L CpNrCp, r
O((cp,Nrm-p + wRy-\\a\2 + \v\2))
and since \a+\ § 1, we obtain that for some R > 0 large enough
qf^f if r>R.
We now select M = M(R) such that -A(<p - M)+ + {cp - My+ ^f in D'(UN) for
r^R, and the result follows. •
Define now
k(r) = (EN*f1)(r), (2.14)
where EN is the fundamental solution of the laplacian in UN and / = KBfi(0)/ +
(1 — XS R (O))/ = / I + / 2 . Here KB R ( 0) is the characteristic function of the ball BR(0),
and 7?>0 is large enough so that (1 - KJ , B ( 0 ) ) / e L ^ R " ) . Note that A( r )^0 if
N^3. A slight modification of the proof in Lemma 2.4 yields
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that N=S.3. Let k be a fixed real number, and let R>0 be
as in Lemma 2.1. Define now
jp(r) = cp,Nrm-p + wR(r) + ka{r) + k{r) + v(r),
where wR(r), o(r) and X{r) are respectively given in (2.1), (2.7) and (2.14). Then
there exists M > 0 such that (ip + M) is a supersolution for (1.4) in UN, i.e.
-A(ip + M) + (V + My =£/ almost everywhere in UN
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Remark 2.6. When N = 1,2, we adapt the previous argument as follows. Take
V0(r) = l if R1<r<R1 + l. Vo(r)=0 otherwise, where Rt>0 is so large that
/ e L~oc for r > R^/2. Consider now the problem:
-AA1 + V(r)A,=/1 in UN, X^O N=l,2. (E)
Then (E) has a solution Aj(r). Moreover, by the results of [5], there exists C > 0
such that ki(r) Si C(l + log r) if N = 2. An explicit computation also shows that
Aj(r) ^ C(l + r) if N = l. We then replace A(r) in (2.14) by Aj(r) to obtain that
the result in Lemma 2.5 also holds true in this case.
Using Lemmata 2.4 and 2.5, as well as Remark 2.6 for the case N^2, standard
techniques yield
COROLLARY 2.7. Assume that f(r) = o(r2p/1~p) as r—>oo. Then there exists a
solution u(r;k) of (1.4) such that
u(r;k) = cp,Nr2n-i' + wR(r) + ko(r) + o(o(r)) as r -*» . (2.15)
It remains to show yet that, under our current assumptions, every solution of
(1.4) behaves as in (2.15) or is the minimal solution uo(r) such that uo(r) =
o(r2ll~p) as r-*oo. To this end, we shall need the following technical result:
LEMMA 2.8. Let u(r) be a solution of
asf() f() ( )
Then
(a) there exists v > 0 such that
u(r) ^ cPiNr2n~p + vr'+pn~p if r > 0 is large enough;
(b) there exists L = limr_^ r~(2/1~p)u(r). Moreover, L = cpN or L = 0.
Proof, (a) Let x0 be a point in UN such that u(x0) < +°o, and let n > 2u(x0)-
Consider the problem
u = u(\x - xo\), -Au + up = 0; u(xo) = ju, Vu(xo) = 0
and denote by w^(r) its solution. Notice that u^(r) is a radial solution shifted with
respect to the origin. Using the results in [4], it follows that for large r > 0
Assume that the result is not true. Then we may suppose that u(R)>ufl(R) for
some R>0, so that by the maximum principle, w(r)^MM(r) in BR, whence in
particular u(x0) i= U^XQ) = 2u(x0), a contradiction.
(b) Let z(r) = kr2n~p. Then, for large r, z(r) is a subsolution of (1.4)
(respectively a supersolution) if k>cpN (respectively k<cpN). By part (a),
lim sup_» r-(2J1-p)u(r) < +°°. If
0 ^  Lx = lim inf r^2ll~p)u{r) < lim sup r-(2/1-p)u(r) = L2 ^ cp,N < +°°,
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then we would obtain a contradiction by comparing u(r) and z(r) with c < cpJV as
in Lemma 2.1. Therefore LY = L2 = L. To compute L, we notice that, since
we have for rs^R0
u\r) = r"w f sN-\u"(s) -f(s)) ds
Using then L'Hopital's rule:
1 — p
and therefore
2
L = lim r-(2/I-*>w(r) = Hm
d-p-
whence the result D
We now show the existence of a unique minimal solution.
LEMMA 2.9. There exists a unique solution uo(r) of the problem
-u"-^
1
^u' + up=f, f(r) = o(r2pn'p) as r-*<*
such that uo(r) = o(r2/l~p) as r-» <*.
Proof. Existence is trivial if / ( r ) = 0. As to the general case, consider for
simplicity the situation where N^3. Let us show first that (1.4) has now a
supersolution w(r) such that w(r)«er2n~p for r—»°°, where £ > 0 is small
enough. To this end, we take
W(r) = er2n-p + EN*fl+M,
where/j is as in (2.12), and M is a positive constant to be selected presently. We
have
-w" -^—^ w' + wp^(ep- ecp;Nl)r2pn-p +fu (2.16)
where we have used the fact that EN*fi^0. Take now e > 0 such that
e
p
 - ECP~M>0. Since f(r) = o(r2p/1~p) as r^oo and/i=^O almost everywhere, it
follows that there exists Ro > 0 such that, for r > Ro,
-w"-^^w' + wp^f(r). (2.17)
On the other hand, we may always assume / =/i when r<R0, so that taking
M > 0 large enough we also obtain —w" — (N — l/r)w' + wp i? 0 there.
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Once a supersolution has been constructed, existence follows by approximation
techniques as in [3, Thm 1]. Uniqueness is shown in [3, Thm. 5]. Finally, since
0 ^ u0^ erm~" as r^oo, w e deduce from Lemma 2.8(b) that uo(r) = o(rm~p) as
r—»°°. The cases N - 1, 2 can be dealt with as in Remark 2.6. •
We next show that for fixed k, the solution given in (2.15) is unique. To this
end, we prove
LEMMA 2.10. Let u{r) be a solution of (1.4) such that (2.15) holds. Then for
e > 0 small enough, there holds
( ) p , N R ( ) ( ) = 0{rY) as
where
r 2 2
y = max \ 2 I a+ | + e, I a_ | + £
L l - p 1 - p
and a+, a_ are giuen in (2.11).
Proof. Let us define
Kr) = u{r) - cp,Nrm-p - wR{r) - ko(r).
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, and taking into account that fi « o and
wR « r
m
~
p
 as r—* °°, we obtain
as r ->» . (2.18)
Arguing as in Lemma 2.3, we then get
r) + S(r) as r^*>,
where S(r) is the quantity corresponding to the term O(r~'-2n'p>i2~p) \o\2) via
variation of constants formula, whereas xp+, ip_ are two linearly independent
solutions of the homogeneous version of (2.18). We then have S(r)«
r(2/i-p)-2i«+i+£ a s r^>cct for some small enough e >0. Taking into account (2.10),
and the fact that ju(r) = o(tp+(r)) as r—> t», we obtain that /z(r) = a2tp-(r) + S(r),
and the result follows •
Lemma 2.10 will be used in deriving
LEMMA 2.11. For any fixed real k, there exists at most one solution u(r) of (1.4)
satisfying (2.15).
Proof. Let us argue by contradiction. Assume then that there exist two such
solutions «! and u2. Then z = u, — u2 satisfies
-z"-^—"v + V(r)z=0, (2.19)
where
- M 2 L I - (« 2 /« i )
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so that, by (2.15)
By (2.19) and (2.20), it follows that
as r ^ . (2.20)
where Kr(r) and K2(r) satisfy asymptotic conditions (2.10). Since by Lemma 2.10
z(r) =
 o(r(m'p)-la^+E) as r ^ ° ° , we deduce that z(r) = a2K2(r), so that z(r)-^0
as r—»°°. As \z\ is subharmonic in the whole space (by Kato's inequality), we
deduce that 2 = 0. •
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1, it only remains to show that every
nontrivial, nonminimal solution u(r) of (1.4) is in the form (2.15). Indeed, by
Lemma 2.8(b), one then has that u(r)~cp,Nr2n~p as r—»oo. Let wR{r) be as in
Lemma 2.1, and set
Then £(r) satisfies
where g(r) = cpNr2n p + wR(r). We have thus obtained a nonhomogeneous
version of (2.7), with an extra term which goes to zero as r—>°° faster than 1/r2.
Arguing as in Lemma 2.10, we obtain that
£(r) = kxj>+(r) for some real k,
where
and the proof is concluded. •
We next analyse the problem corresponding to a particular choice of f(r). To
this end, we need the following technical result:
LEMMA 2.12. Letf(r) be such thatf(r) = o(r2p/>-") as r^^ and
J
 ru+/"i-p)/(r)df<+oc. (2.21)
Then, if wR(r) is the function considered in Lemma 2.1, g(s) = s~(2n~p) \wR(s)\
satisfies
< +«. (2.22)
Proof. For simplicity, we shall drop the subscript R in what follows. From (1.7)
and (2.2) we deduce that, for large enough r, w(r) is a solution of
N - l DCP~J
-w" w' +^Lw =f(r) + O(r-{2+{m~p))w2). (2.23)
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Recalling the arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.3, using the variation of
constants formula in (2.23), and taking into account that |a_| > \a+\, we get that,
for some r0 large enough and any r > r0,
\w(r)\ ^  a r^-p)- !^! + o-(2/1-">-|a+l
x f%-((i+P/i-P)-ia+i)[/(5) + o(5-(2+(2/1-"»(w(s))2)] ds
for some positive constants a and C. Since, for any given e >0, \w{s)\ Si es2/1~p if
5 = r0 with r0 sufficiently large, we then arrive at
\w(r)\ ^
 yer(2/i-p)-i-i + Cr(2/i-/.)-i«+i rs-«i+p/i-p)-i«+iy(j) d s
•''6
+
 Er(2/i-/»-i«+i frs-((2/i-/»)+i-i«+i) | W ^ ) | ds (2.24)
-%
for some yE > 0. Now set
(p(r) =
We shall denote henceforth by C a generic constant, depending only on p and N.
A routine computation in (2.24) yields
(r-E(j)(r)y ^ yEr-(1+e) + Cr~(1+l!)}V(r)
whence, by integration,
cr
-
(1+e)W(s)ds
for some a2 = a2{£) > 0. Substituting this in (2.24), we obtain
\w(r)\ ^
 7£r<
2/1
-">-|a+l •
. (2.25)
We shall use (2.25) to show that (2.22) holds. In doing so, one is led to estimate
the various terms arising there. The essential point is to bound
)
. To this end, we compute
_ I
 s-((l+pn-p)-\a+\)rss\
s^1+pn~p)f(s)ds
and this last integral is bounded by assumption. Once this has been done, the
remaining terms are dealt with in a straightforward way. •
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.12 is
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PROPOSITION 2.13. Assume that f(r) = o(r2pn-") as r^>*>, and (2.21) holds.
Then the set of nonminimal solutions of (1.4) consists of a monoparametric family
of functions uk(r), —oo <k< +™, such that, for any fixed k,
k() Pf R() )la^+o(ri2np)la+l) as
Proof. It suffices to see that, in equation (2.7a), we have
p{p,N ( ) y ^ ( \ + r^lp)w(r) + O(r-2(mp)w2)) as r->°°.
We then make the substitution r = ey, and use [1, Theorem 8, Chapter 2], to
conclude. O
2.2. Small perturbations in the subcritical case
In what follows, we shall assume tha t / ( r ) in (1.4) satisfies f(r) = cr2pn~p +
g(r), wi thO<c<c* (cf. (1.13)), and g(r) = o(r2pll-p) as r^>™. We want to show
Theorem 1.2 here. Since the arguments required are very much alike to those
already employed in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we shall just sketch their main
lines, and refer in each case to the related results in Section 2.1 for the details.
Let ffl(r) be as in (1.6), and consider the problem
W ~ ^ W + [(c2r2n-p + wf- cPr2p/l-p]%R(r) = £R(r)g(r), (2.26a)
w(0) = w'(0) = 0, (2.26b)
where c2 is the largest root of (1.14). Then there exists a unique solution wR(r) of
(2.26). Moreover
wR(r)^0 for r > 0 and wR(r) = o(r2n-p) as r^oo. (2.27)
The proof of (2.27) is quite analogous to that of Lemma 2.1. Let us define now
d(r) as the solution (if any) of the following problem:
-cr" —o'+p(c2r2n-p + wR(r)y-1%Ro = 0 for r>0, (2.28a)
CT(0) = 1, CT'(0) = 0. (2.28b)
Arguing as in Lemma 2.3, we obtain that there exists a unique solution o(r) of
(2.28). Moreover, d(r)>0 for any r, o(r)—><x> as r—>&> and, for £ > 0 small
enough,
where /3+ is the largest root of
A2 + pPtNk - (pcp-1 - c"^) = 0. (2.29)
As a next step, we show that for any real k, there exists a solution uk(r) of (1.4)
under our current hypothesis, such that
uk(r) = c2r2n-p + wF(r) + ko(r) + o(o(r)) as r^<*, (2.30)
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where R > 0 is large enough. As in Section 2.1, this is done by a standard use of
sub- and supersolutions. More precisely, we take as a subsolution (<p — M)+, with
M > 0 large enough, and
where i)(r) = <5r(2/1~p)~l^+l~<i, e > 0 is small enough, and e, d are taken such that
AT _ 1 1
As to the supersolution, we assume for simplicity NO^.3 and try (rp + M), where
again M > 0 is large enough and
y{r) = c2r2'1-'' + vv«(r) + ka(r) + A(r) + u(r).
Here, as in Lemma 2.5, k{r) = EN*flt fx being as in (2.14). Uniqueness of
solutions satisfying (2.30) is obtained in two steps. We show first that, if u{r) is a
solution of (1.4) satisfying (2.30), then
u(r) = c2r2n-p + wR(r) + ko(r) + 0(rx) as r^*, (2.31)
where
X = max { - ^ - - 2 |j8+| + s , -^- - | /3_| +
11-/7 I " / 5
Here /3+, /?_ are the roots of (2.29), and e > 0 is small enough, so that x < 0. The
corresponding result in the previous section is Lemma 2.10, whose proof is easily
adapted to the case under consideration. We then argue by contradiction, and
assume that there exist two solutions w,, u2 of (1.4) satisfying (2.30). Setting
z = ul-u2, we slightly modify the argument in Lemma 2.11 to show that
z(r) = bK(r), for some constant b, where K(r)—>0 as r—»°c. Since \z\ is
subharmonic in the whole space by Kato's inequality, we deduce that z = 0.
We now turn our attention to the existence of minimal solutions. As in the
previous paragraph, we shall need the following auxiliary tool:
Let u(r) be a solution of (1.4) under our current assumptions. Then
u(r)^cp,Nrm-p + krl+pn~p (2.32)
for some real k and sufficiently large r.
The proof of (2.23) follows from the maximum principle as in Lemma 2.8(a).
Estimate (2.32) is then used to obtain that, if u(r) is as before,
There exists L=l\mr~(2/1~p)u(r), and L = c ,orc 2 , (2.33)
where ct, c2 are the roots of (1.14). The proof of (2.33) is a minor variant of that
of part (b) in Lemma 2.8.
We are then in a position to show that there exists a minimal solution M,(r) of
(1.4), and ul(r) = c1r2n-p as r ^ °c .
This follows by means of a standard sub- and supersolution argument. As a
subsolution, we just take <p(r) = 0, and as a supersolution we consider, when
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with £ > 0 small enough and g, obtained by replacing/by g in (2.14). Once again,
the case N = 2 is dealt with as in Remark 2.6.
It only remains to show that the minimal solution thus constructed is unique.
To this end, we first show that if u{r) solves (1.4) and w(/-) = c1r2/1~p as T--»OO,
then
u(r) = c,rm->'+wR(r) + O(r-(2<"l-p)-N) as r^oo, (2.34)
where wR{r) satisfies
-w" - — * ' + {{Clrm-<> + wf- c?r*"- ')& = &g,
The proof of (2.34) is quite analogous to that of (2.31) (cf. Lemma 2.10). Once
(2.34) has been obtained, uniqueness follows by a contradiction argument. We
just look to the equation satisfied by the difference of two possible solutions,
z = ux-u2- As in Lemma 2.11, application of (2.34) and Kato's inequality then
yield 2 = 0.
Finally, the fact that every solution of (1.4), (1.2) is described in (1.15), (1.16)
follows now as in Section 2.1.
We conclude this section by stating without proof a result which is the analogue
of Proposition 2.13.
PROPOSITION 2.14. Assume that f(r) =
 Cr
2pll
~
p
 + g(r), where g(r) = o(r2pli~p) as
r-> <*> and J* t~° +pll'p)g{t) dt < +o°. Then the set of nonminimal solutions of (1.4)
consists of a monoparametric family of functions u(r; k), -co<k< +°°, such that,
for any fixed k,
u{r;k) = c2r2ll-p + wR{r) + kr(m-p)-^ + o{r{-2n-p)-^) as r ^ ° ° ,
where wR(r) solves (2.26) with R>0 large enough, and /3+ is the largest root of
(2.29).
3. The proof of Theorem 1.3
Throughout this section we shall assume that f(r) = c3(r2pll~p + h{r), where
h(r) = o(r2pll~p) as r->oo and c* is given in (1.13).
3.1. The case A(r) = 0
We shall consider first the situation where f{r) = c*r2pn~p. Due to the
homogeneity of the problem, we then may use a phase space approach. As in [4],
we perform the change of variables
u(r) = r2n-"v(y), r = e\ (3.1)
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to obtain the autonomous system
{ v = w,
- c~
p) -) - f$p,Nw - cpp:N\v - c),
where c is the unique root of (1.14) under our current hypothesis. When looking
to the corresponding phase portrait, it is readily seen that there are only two
trajectories corresponding to global solutions of (1.4): the equilibrium (c, 0),
which corresponds to the unique solution of (1.4) with M(0) = w'(0) = 0, and a
single trajectory y approaching (c, 0) from the region where v > c and w < 0,
which corresponds to solutions of (1.4) with u(0) > 0, u'(0) = 0. The behaviour of
this last curve near (c, 0) is now described.
LEMMA 3.1. Let (v(y), w(y)) be on the trajectory y referred to above. Then
,:_ w(y) _
1
;-(v(y)-c-y>
where
A = -2p(l-p)(2-p)
There exists
where A3 is a real constant depending on p and N.
Proof. Let us begin by that of (3.3). Consider the curve
2 - Ik = {(v, w): w = -k(v - cf, k > 0}
and define s(v) = w/v. A straightforward calculation shows that s(v)>dw/dv
along S (respectively s(y)<dw/dv along E), provided that p(p — l)/2(c)2~p +
PP,N^<0 (respectively >0). Therefore an appropriate choice of k yields that
there exists L = lim w(y)/(v(y) — c)2, and since the eigenvalues of the
linearization of (3.1) near (c, 0) are —fip,N and 0, we also have that
lim w(y)/(v(y) — c) = 0. Clearly, — °° ^  L ^ 0, and it is readily seen that L > -°°.
Indeed, if L = —°o, using L'Hopital's rule we would get
,.
 w(y) ,. w(y) ,. P(P -1) (•» - cf
l i m
 T~T\—^ = i i m T 7 ~ r = l i m ->t-\2-P • PP.N = -Pp.N,
y^°°(v(y)-c) y-^^v(y) y^* 2(c) p w p p
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a contradiction. To compute L, we again use L'Hopital's rule to get
\p(p -1) o w(y)L=
^ll2(cf-p
and since the denominator vanishes, it follows that (3.3) holds. The proofs of
(3.4), (3.5) consist in minor adaptations of that of (3.3). As to (3.4), we replace
our initial choice of £ by
2lp* = {(v, w): w = Ax(v - cf + k(v - cf}
and obtain A2 by using L'Hopital's rule to estimate the various terms arising from
the left-hand side of (3.4). To get (3.5), we start instead with curves
2k* = {(v, w): w = Ai(v - cf - A2(v - cf + k(v - cf}.
We now have
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f(r) = c^r2pn'p. Then the set of solutions of (1.4), (1.2)
consists of a function uo(r) = cr2n~p (the minimal solution), and a monoparametric
family of functions uo(r; k), — °° < k < +°c, such that
krm~p
Uo{nk) = U
"
(r)+
-^rf+°\(lnrf-r
where e is any number between 0 and 1, and
ua(r) = cr2n~p + fl! — y a2r2n~p —-—-p, (3.6a)
lnr On/")2
a, = — = ——^~, (3.6b)
a\ \2p(l-p)(2-p)=
2 c)3""L 3(c
Proof. Let (^(.y), ^(y)) be on the trajectory y described at the beginning of
this section. Then by Lemma 2.1,
w(y) = -At(v(y) - c? + Mv(y) - c)3 + A3(v(y) - c)4
+ o((v(y)-cT) as ^^oc.
 (3.7)
Now set xp(y) = v(y) - c. Then by (3.6), dxp/dy ^  -(AJ2)tp2 for large enough y,
so that there exists a real k^ such that ip{y) ^  kjy for large enough y. On the
other hand, by the choice of ip, (3.7) can be recast as
2ip - A3ip2 + o(ip2) (3.8)
whence, after integration in y, we get
^
l ) a s 3 ' "> 0 0 ' ( 3 - 9 )
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Use of (3.9) in (3.8) yields after integration
for some real constant C, and arbitrary e e (0, 1). Back to the original variables
(r, u(r)) and expanding the quantity within the braces, we get
^ i lnr A] (lnr)2
C r2/1^
where, by scaling, C = c(l) - Ax In (m1"''72).
3.2. An existence result
In this paragraph we shall assume that for some e > 0
f(r) = cypn-p + h(r), where h(r) = O[-—r^) as r^*. (3.10)
\(ln r) I
Let wa(r) be the function given in (3.5), and consider the problem
, r > 0 , (3.11a)
w(O) = w'(O) = O, (3.11b)
where for fixed R >0, ^ ( r ) is as (1.6). Then there holds
LEMMA 3.3. For R>0 large enough, there exists a unique global solution of
(3.11), w%(r). Moreover, for e > 0 small enough
,.2/1-p ,.2/1-p
l n r
^ -
 £ - j — i/ r > 0 w /flr^e, (3.12)
limwj(r) =0. (3.13)
\ In /• /
Proof. Let us check the second inequality in (3.12). We shall show that for
r2/l-p
e > 0 small enough, £(r) = —e is a supersolution of (3.11a). To this end, we
remark that, after some routine computations, we have for large r > 0
where ax is given in (3.6b). We thus obtain that there exists e0 such that
L(O - / > 0 if 0< e < e0 (respectively L(£) - / < 0 if e > e0). The proof of the
first inequality in (3.12) is similar, and will be omitted. As to (3.13) one readily
sees that for e > 0 small enough, w(r) = er2/1~p(\nr)~1 is a subsolution of (3.11a)
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for large r. We then may argue as in Lemma 2.8(b), to deduce that L =
lim w%(r)[rm~p(lnr)~1]~l must exist, and moreover, L=-ax or L = 0. Taking
f—*3C
into account (3.12) the result follows. D
We next show existence of solutions referred to in the statement of Theorem
1.3(a). To begin with, we obtain the following lemma:
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that (3.10) holds. Then there exists a solution u*(r) of (1.4)
such that
asInr
Proof. Suppose for simplicity that N =S 3. It is then readily seen that
<Pi(r) = crm~p + E -t + EN */, + M, where £ > 0
In r
is small enough, M > 0 is sufficiently large, and/i is
as in (2.12), is a supersolution of (1.4); (3.14a)
Erm-P ,
M) is a subsolution of
Inr / +
(1.4) for £ > 0 small enough and M > 0 sufficiently
large. (3.14b)
The conclusion follows then from (3.14) and standard approximation and sub-
and supersolution methods, together with asymptotic arguments similar to those
in Lemma 2.1. •
LEMMA 3.5. Assume that (3.10) holds. Then for any real k there exists a unique
solution of (1.4), u*(r;k), such that
as r^<x, (3.15)
where ua(r) and w%(r) are given in (3.6) and Lemma 3.3 respectively, and e is any
number between 0 and 1.
Proof. It follows from standard techniques as soon as suitable sub- and
supersolutions are available. Assume for convenience /Vi?3. Taking into account
Proposition 3.2, we have that
/ rm'p \
V,(r) = uo(r; k) + w*R(r) - . 2 + F - M) , where\ (,'n r) /
 +
£ > 0 is sufficiently small, M > 0 is large enough, and
Uo(r; k) is given in Proposition 3.2, is a subsolution
of (1.4);
W2(r) = \uo(r; k) + w*R(r) + ( l n r ) 2 + e - f rv* / i +
where M > 0 is large enough and /, is given in (2.12),
is a supersolution of (1.4). •
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To conclude with the proof of part (a) in Theorem 1.3, it remains to show
uniqueness, and this is done by a suitable adaptation of the corresponding
arguments in Section 2 (cf. Lemmata 2.9-2.11 and remarks following this last
Lemma). •
3.3. A nonexistence result
We now assume that, in (1.4)
f(r) = c*r2pll~p + h(r), where for large enough r,
br2Pn-p
h(r)>0 and / i ( r ) ^ - — for some b >0 and
(lnr)y
0 < y < 2 . (3.16)
We perform again the change of variables (3.1), to obtain now, instead of (3.2),
the nonautonomous system
U = (vp - (cf) - fip,Nw - cpp:N\v - c) - H(y), {3A7)
where H(y) = e~(2pyll~p)h(ey). An analysis of the direction field associated to
(3.17) reveals that the only way to approach (c, 0) is through region A, where
A = \(v, w):v>c,w^~(vp- (cf) - cpp^{v - c) S o].
^ Pp.N >
On the other hand, along the curve w = -k(v - c)2, k <p(l -p)/2(c)2~"PptN,
the field is directed downwards in the homogeneous case, and so does for (3.17)
(at least in some neighbourhood of (c, 0)), since H(y)>0 for large y. Thus,
starting from some (v0, w0) close enough to (c, 0) with vo = v(yQ), wQ< —k(v0 —
c)2, we have that for y > y0
v(y) = w(y)<-k(v(y)-c)2, (3.18)
whence
k
v(y) ~ c = ~ for large enough y. (3-19)
We now go back to the second equation in (3.17), which can be written in the
form
where, by assumption,
H(y)> — if y is large enough. (3.21)
In what follows we shall denote by kt (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .) several generic constants
depending only on y0, p and n. Taking into account (3.19) and (3.21), (3.20)
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yields w + /3pNw ^ ~(k2/yY) whence, by (3.18),
w(y) < \ for y large enough. (3.22)
Putting together (3.19) and (3.22), we obtain (v(y) - c/\w(y)\1/r) < k4 or
\w(y)\>kA{v-cY, y<2 (3.23)
We have thus obtained a refinement to (3.18). In particular, if y < 1, integrating
(3.23) in y yields
(v(y) — c)l~y < a — fy for some real a and /J,
whence v(y) = c at some finite y, whereas 1^0)1 > (k3/yr) there. This shows that
our trajectory has to leave region A, thus losing any possibility of eventually
approaching (c, 0) and the nonexistence result is obtained.
Assume now K y < 2 . Then integrating (3.23) in y gives (v(y) — c)Y~1<
(ks/y) whence (v(y) — c/\w(y)\lly)>k6 and therefore
\w(y)\>k1{v-cy2-\ (3.24)
Notice that, since y<2 , y2 — y < y- We can then establish an iterative argument,
obtaining at the nth step (cf. (3.23), (3.24))
v < -Mn(v - c)a", |wO0l > Nn{v - cya"~"
for some Mn > 0 and Nn > 0, so that, assuming an ¥= 1 for any n, we have
(y-2)y" + y
an = y" - (y-1 + • • • + y) = • y - 1
Since K y < 2 , an^> — °° as n—>™, and after a finite number of steps we are
reduced to the case y < 1. Finally, if ocn = 1 for some n, we just notice that then
v<-Mn(v-c)<-Mn(v-cf + e for some e>0
and reduce ourselves to the previously considered cases. This concludes the
proof. •
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